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Mar 18: BRG meeting, 6:30p, Jersey
Lily’s-Salem, VA.

Apr 1-3: NCRC Spring OCR
(weekend) class, Laurel Caverns,
PA. see https://ncrc-er.caves.org/events
Apr 9: MedWAR Race at Wilderness Adventure in Eagle Rock, VA.
MedWAR is a wilderness adventure race
paired with medical challenges that test
participants’ knowledge of wilderness
medicine. Click here for more info.
Apr 15: BRG meeting, 6:30p, Jersey
Lily’s-Salem, VA.
Apr 22-24: VAR Spring Restoration.
Someplace… Details to be announced.
Apr 30: Silers Cave Open House.
Contact Jim McConkey at this email
mcjames@verizon.net for more info.

Seven Rivers Grotto & Charlottesville
Grotto. Pre-registration is now open.
See pages 26-27 for more info.
May-July 2022: Karst Field Studies.
Western KY University, Bowling Green,
KY. Visit www.karstfieldstudies.com
for more information about the program,
course descriptions and schedules, how
to register, instructor bios, and more.
June 5-11: Virginia Cave Week.
June 13-17: NSS Convention, Rapid
City, SD. See nss2022.caves.org
June 17: BRG meeting, 6:30p, Jersey
Lily’s-Salem.
July 8-10: Karst-O-Rama, Great Saltpetre Cave Preserve, Mt. Vernon, KY
http://karstorama.com/

Apr 15: BRG meeting, 6:30p, Jersey
Lily’s-Salem, VA.

July 16-21: NCRC National Weeklong, to be held in Covington, VA. See
this link.

May 20: BRG meeting, 6:30p, Jersey
Lily’s-Salem, VA. (May be cancelled
for Spring VAR. See below).

July 24-31: International Congress of
Speleology, Savoie, France. See page
11 for details.

May 20-22: SPRING MAR/VAR, at
Grand Caverns, Grottoes, VA. Hosts:

Closed Caves: Remember that some
caves have closed for the WINTER for
hibernating bat colonies
..

VA--Winter closure dates: Oct 15-Apr.15
WV–Winter closure dates: Sept 1-May 15.

Please respect all cave closures.
Treasurer's Report
03/10/2022
Cave Bucks
Conservation
Equipment
General
Total

$
0.00
$
0.00
$ 104.12
$4,235.29
$4,339.41

Long Cave Lists

maintained by Bob Gulden
USA Long & Deep, World Long &
Deep, & World Big Rooms
www.caverbob.com/usalong.htm
www.caverbob.com/usadeep.htm
www.caverbob.com/rooms.htm
www.caverbob.com/wlong.htm
www.caverbob.com/wdeep.htm
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The March 18, 2022 meeting of the
Blue Ridge Grotto will be held live, at
Jersey Lily's Roadhouse 1650 Braeburn Dr, Salem, VA 24153. Dinner or
appetizers with socializing starts at
6:30pm with the meeting starting soon
after.
The program this month will be Nick
Schmalenberger presenting a slide program and talk on his caving adventures
in Mexico late last year.

Date & Time: Saturday, March 19,
2022. Meet at Hanging Rock Orange
Market at 8:30 am.
Leader: Doug Feller

The Carbide Dump

James Cave is a 1.5-mile-long cave.
To get through it, you will probably
use every horizontal technique known.
A handline may be useful in a couple
of places (for short-legged cavers!).
Throughout the cave you will experience crawling, stoop walking, walking, a little climbing, chimneying,
canyon-hopping, bouldering, and lots
of good muddy fun, especially on the
crawl through the old barrel gate.
This cave will give you a workout!
There are pretty areas in James Cave:
The Mineral Room, the Volcano
Room, and the Formation Room
which contains soda straws, “The
Dagger” and beautiful Rimstone
pools.

Coordination: Susan Burr 540-989-5809
pondlady97@gmail.com

Requirements: Beginner horizontal trip.
Basic caving gear. Contact Susan Burr
by 03/18/2022 to sign up.
Limits: 12 cavers.

BRG Meeting Minutes – can be read
on the BRG webpage at:
https://blueridgegrotto.org under the
‘BRG Organization’ button.
NSS Membership: Would you like to
join or renew with the NSS? See this
link for details.
Safety and Techniques: Dan
McConnell’s shoulder replacement is
scheduled for March 2022.

Conservation: The Caverns at Natural Bridge, VA. Susan Burr reported
that she had 12-15 volunteers ready to
help clean the cave, but NEVER
HEARD BACK from the Caverns Manager, despite sending numerous emails
and phone calls. So, cleanup has been
cancelled.
John Fox Cave Stuff: Karen Kastning and other NRVG folks who have
offered to help Betty Jones with moving
John Fox’s office from the 3rd floor of
her house to the basement. Other stuff
has been discarded. Much of John Fox’s
cave belongings are being stored at Karen Kastning’s place.
Betty wants
John’s caving stuff to go to cavers. Ka-

ren brought some of John’s cave stuff to
the BRG meeting, mostly packs and
gloves, and encouraged folks to take it.
Karen Kastning brought John Fox’s
copy of the NSS 75th Diamond Jubilee
book – it went home with Lynn Ott.
NCRC Weeklong Scholarships:
National Cave Rescue Commission
Scholarships: USA The next National
Cave Rescue Commission (NCRC)
course will be held in Virginia, USA, on
15-23 July 2022. If you need more info
about the seminar, please check out
http://ncrc.info/ A handful of scholarships are available to cover half of the
cost of tuition for the upcoming NCRC
Nationals in Virginia held July 15th23rd, 2022. To apply for a scholarship,
before April 10th, 2022, send the following
information
to
scholarships@ncrc.info . Decisions of who will
receive a scholarship will be announced
by mid-May; all applicants will be contacted at that time. As NCRC classes
tend to fill up, you are encouraged to
sign up for the training and pay half of
the registration fee to secure your spot.
Receiving a scholarship does not guarantee a spot for you in the class.
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Cave Bucks – Are voluntary donations from cavers who have recently
been caving. Most people donate a few
dollars for each cave trip they have been
on. Then send the money where it will
do some good!
CaveSim update: CaveSim is planning to visit the SW Virginia/Maryland
area in the fall of 2022!
Membership: After the Feb. BRG
meeting, Pat Banks asked Mary Sue
Socky about joining BRG.
Pat and Beth Banks live in NC; they
often visit Boones Mill/Roanoke/Salem
VA to see their kids and grandkids and
attend BRG meetings. In the 1960’s, Pat
attended Roanoke Technical Institute/
Virginia Western Community College
(WVCC) and was a student of Al Stewart. Pat Banks was part of the Virginia
Western Community College Cave Club
(VWCCCC), an offshoot of UVA Grotto.
In the Constitution and Bylaws of the
Blue Ridge Grotto, Article IV, Membership, it states: Membership in this Grotto shall be granted to those who are
interested in speleology. Members of
the Virginia Western Community College Cave Club (WVCCCC) are invited
to participate and join the Grotto now
and in the future.
Mary Sue Socky recommends that Pat
need not to have to meet the “BRG
caving requirements” since Pat already
suffered on the old weekend cave trips
to Unthanks Cave, Gilley Cave, and
others with Al Stewart and the
VWCCCC in the 1960’s. Pat has shared
many of his old photos to authenticate
forementioned suffering.
Pat Banks’ membership will be brought
up at the March meeting. Mary Sue
Socky will be Pat Banks’ sponsor.

Susan Burr in Poor Farm, Greenbrier, WV. Photo by Jeff Huffman
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Length of the
Great Savannah Cave System
Passes 50 Miles
By Greg
As of February 26, 2022, the Great Savannah Cave System (GSCS) has a
surveyed length of 50.12 miles. I describe the 50-mile trip in two parts below. Part 1 focuses on the buildup to 50
miles and the survey that put us over the
top. Part 2 describes the continuation of
the 50-mile trip during which we surveyed additional footage to put us comfortably beyond the threshold. I should
note that Part 2 contains most of the
report’s blatant fabrications and slanders
against trip participants. They will deny
everything, but of course I am known for
my absolute seriousness and aversion to
lying. However, this could be one of the
fabrications. The reader will have to
decide for themself.
Part 1: 50 miles
The GSCS survey is the story of two
cave operas eventually becoming a single cacophony that rivals the rock opera
Tommy for the title of “Best Product of
Substance Abuse Ever”. However,
whereas Tommy was probably written
with the help of certain pharmaceutical
products, the GSCS is entirely the result
of frequently spending weekends abusing cave mud. Or maybe the cave mud is
abusing cavers? I’ve never been entirely
sure who is the victim.

Springer, NSS 29328FE

in the McClung Cave System and
emerged a short distance later from the
upstream sump of Sweetwater River in
the Maxwelton Sink Cave System. This
culminated several years of intense activity in Maxwelton after Nikki Fox and
Carl Amundson pushed a low lead and
discovered the PIE Passage. Later PIE
Passage surveys by Nikki, Carl, and
Chris Coates led to the discovery of
Sweetwater River and this new section
of the cave continues to yield new discoveries. At the time of the SweetwaterMcClung connection, the GSCS was
40.61 miles long.

The McClung Cave opera began in the
1950s and 1960s when cavers explored
and partially surveyed miles and miles
of cave that is frequently large and
pleasant. The cave has a large natural
entrance in a field and the cave would
become a favorite with sport cavers. The
first survey lasted several generations of
cavers and went through multiple iterations, but by the mid-2010s the cave had
a surveyed length of 18.01 miles. Joseph
Caldwell drew a very nice map through
heroic effort spent deciphering old survey notes and untangling the many data
problems (more about that later).

Maxwelton Sink Cave was entered on
December 5, 1970, by a persistent crew
The GSCS formally came into existence
of diggers who mostly hailed from the
on August 31, 2019, when Zeb Lilly and
West Virginia Association for Cave
Brian Williams dove the terminal sump
Studies (WVACS). As detailed in the
April 1973 NSS
News, the original crew had
been digging for
months when the
breakthrough
happened. They
and others quickly surveyed 10
miles of cave
until
several
years later when
a
hurricane
plugged the dig
and cut off access to the cave.
The happy crew after the cave crossed 50 miles. Dave,
A second enNikki, Greg, and Nick (l-r). Photo by Nick Socky.

The survey notes title page.
trance had been found during the exploration, but it was paved over for the
Lewisburg Airport, so Maxwelton Sink
Cave would remain inaccessible until
2002 with full access only regained in
2004.
A dedicated young group of cavers decided to dig a new entrance into Maxwelton Sink Cave in the early 2000s.
They were mostly from the Monroe
County Cavers, although some were
allied with WVACS too. The dig broke
into the Heaven Passage in Maxwelton
on October 12, 2002, and a complete
resurvey of the cave began shortly thereafter. The survey progressed sporadically and eventually I ended up managing
the data and drawing the map. However,
just when I thought the end of the map
work was in sight, the PIE passage and
Sweetwater River were discovered. This
made the 2019 dive connection possible.
The Sweetwater section now has over 12
miles of surveyed passage and there is
no end in sight for the McClung and
Maxwelton surveys.
(Continued on page 21)
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As of the 50-mile survey described herein, the Maxwelton Sink Cave System
has a surveyed length of 27.12 miles and
McClung Cave is closing in with 23.00
miles surveyed (see table). I somewhat
humorously remember writing a trip
report soon after I took over the Maxwelton map noting I had just led a trip
that pushed the cave’s length to 11.99
miles. We were on the verge of passing
the momentous 12-miles long threshold!
Ah, the naivety of youth.
The GSCS started out at 40.61 miles, but
many additional finds in Maxwelton
subsequently added a lot of footage and
the ongoing complete resurvey of
McClung Cave has turned up a lot of
new cave. Dave Socky is drawing the
McClung map as large sheets, although
Nick Socky is drawing one of the sheets.
Dave has personally surveyed well in
excess of 15 miles in the two caves. I
may have drawn 24 or so miles of Maxwelton, but Dave is way ahead of all of
us in effort and productivity. Nick seems
in competition with his dad and is also
drawing one of the Maxwelton map
sheets.
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The steady growth of GSCS’ length put
the 50-mile mark on the horizon several
years ago and crossing the mile marker
was suddenly made easy this February
when Nick Socky discovered some old
McClung surveys had never been counted toward length. After the addition of
those wayward surveys, the GSCS stood
at an oh-so-tempting 49.99 miles. This
put in motion the 50-mile trip on February 27.
The unexpected leap in cave length mangled our plans of having a special 50mile trip consisting of the cave system’s
most persistent cavers. We had envisioned many people surveying on the
“magic” day, but with the data error corrected we were left with the choice of
not surveying in the system for a month
or using a normal weekend trip for the
deed readily at hand.
An invite for a normal weekend trip was
sent out, but in the end the only people
available were Nikki Fox, Dave Socky,
Nick Socky, and Greg Springer. Nikki
was coming along despite having lower
abdomen surgery earlier in the week.
Nick was playing AWOL from helping
set up a caver social in Blacksburg but
needed to leave the cave before noon.
Dave and Greg had nothing to interfere
with the trip other than mild cognitive
disabilities caused by years of cave mud
abuse. It is sad to see the damage people
do to themselves through substance
abuse. It has made Greg bald and somewhat deranged while turning Dave’s hair
grey and given him chronic cave lust.
Dave salivates and foam flows from his
mouth at the mere mention of caves.
We needed only 69 feet to break 50
miles, so given Nick’s time constraints it
was decided to survey a short segment
of stream passage under the entrance
canyon about 15 minutes into the cave.
The passage is incised deeply into the
Maccrady Shale and its roof is entirely
massive breakdown separating the slotlike stream passage from the borehole
above. The breakdown roof makes a
solid barrier between the borehole and
stream and voids are filled with sediment and mud.

Greg Springer and Dave Socky (l-r)
in the 50-mile stream passage under the McClung entrance canyon.
Photo by Nick Socky.
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We began surveying around 11am and
used the survey designation MFF, which
stood for Mother F’n Fifty. This profane
designation was used because it was also
used only a short time before for the 50mile survey in the nearby Friars Hole
Cave System. The lengths of the two
caves will be neck-and-neck for the foreseeable future, so why not make it comical?

Greg in the canyon under Freeman
Avenue. Photo by Dave Socky.
The stream passage under the borehole
is entered through a climbable pit where
an unroofed slot dives under epic breakdown. The passage is slightly more than
walking height (see photo above) with
good shot lines and a gravel to cobble
floor. The walls are crumbly shale and
relict potholes. We made quick work of
the passage and shot MFF4 to MFF5
pushed the cave over 50 miles! We
popped out of the underpass with MFF6NVB7 to close a loop. The short and
pleasant survey added 107 feet of new
cave length and set off a merry celebratory round of drinks shortly thereafter.
Nick broke out a bottle of champagne,
which he and Nikki drank amid big
smiles and general happiness. Dave and
Greg are teetotalers, so Dave drank a
vitamin water energy drink and Greg
downed a Mountain Dew. After a few
photos, Nick packed up the mostly full
champagne bottle and headed out of the
cave. The remaining crew moved deeper
into the cave to add length insurance by
surveying additional new footage elsewhere.

(Continued on page 22)
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Part 2: Insurance

the lower of the two slanty passages.

Anyone who has managed a large cave
survey that includes several generations
of data knows cave lengths can go down.
Old shots need to be excluded, some
surveys are found to be mislabeled duplicates, other surveys have made up tieins, and still more are so full of “bad”
data that they must be excluded until the
passage is resurveyed.

The pool contains calcite rafts, and the
ceiling has well-developed calcite rims
from higher water levels. However, as
pretty as the pool may be, its most memorable aspect is a pronounced stink.
The water was clear, and everything
sparkled, but the pool smelled like a
sewer. Nikki accidently dipped her elbow into the pool and stank the rest of
the trip. Well, she stank more than usual.
Hunter’s refusal to bathe more than once
a month has rubbed off on her.

Mystery footage hasn’t been a problem
for my data management in Maxwelton,
but Dave and Nick have had a harder
job. They periodically scour the
McClung data for problems and occasionally turn up footage that must be
excluded or less frequently footage that
was mistakenly excluded or otherwise
“lost” (see Part 1). So, whether project
leaders admit it or not, the longest cave
lengths come with error bars. This meant
our 50-mile survey required additional
insurance footage to take away any
doubt about passing the mile marker.
Dave knew of several leads capable of
adding length to the cave. The first of
these proved to be a low crawlway atop
breakdown at the end of the Batbone
Crawl. So, after Nick left, we made a
leisurely trip onward. Nikki had drunk
so much champagne that she stumbled
and fell over every ten steps. These
problems had nothing to do with me
pushing her just as she crested a breakdown block or tripping her on flat
ground. I cannot be held responsible if
she can’t handle a little jostling.
The Batbone Crawl is about 500-feet
long, which meant using our abdominal
cores for squirming and belly crawls.
Remember Nikki’s lower abdomen surgery earlier in the week? She definitely
remembered the surgery in the Batbone
Crawl and had to maneuver carefully.
The pain was apparently made worse by
my repeatedly making puns about it.
Was she ABSolutely sure this was a
good idea? What ABout crawling faster?
I wasn’t ABove ABuse, but ABsent
physical violence I wasn’t ABout to
stop. Unfortunately, I failed in my cruel
attempts to make her double over with
laughter.
The breakdown crawlway we surveyed
was pretty innocuous and even had some
nice bacon and few delicate helictites.
We kept the MFF designation with me
sketching and Dave doing cross sections.
The passage enlarged after four shots
and forked. Straight ahead was terminal
breakdown, but a downward chute led to
a short loop with a shallow pool forming
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The crawlway yielded 147 feet of new
passage in roughly ten shots and then we
moved on to a more extensive lead. This
was another slot-like stream passage
under the Freeman Avenue borehole.
Dave and company had surveyed roughly 500 feet in the passage, but left going
stream canyon averaging 3 to 5 feet
wide and 10 feet high.
The canyon is accessed through a steep
climbdown over slick breakdown and
gooey mud. Dave carved steps with a
rock hammer and we carefully dropped
into the passage. We tied into BWC41
and proceeded downstream. The walls
are once again crumbly shale and relict
potholes. The dissected potholes can be
quite large and have polished interiors
coated with black manganese oxides.
The ceiling is dense, massive breakdown
that forms a solid, arching ceiling. The
blocks can be as large semi-trailers and
the floor has occasional shale breakdown but is dominated by stream gravel
and cobbles.
The passage was so nice I playfully
punched Nikki in the gut. She appreciated the pleasant passage but proceeded to
return the favor by operating on my pos-

terior. I have surgery scheduled for next
Tuesday to remove her boot from my
rear end.
Our only obstacle to surveying the
stream passage was its unreliable foot
and handholds. The shale has a tendency
to break or shatter when you least expect
it. This caused me to take a hard fall and
as of two days after the trip my left arm
is swollen and fingers a little blue. But
we plowed ahead and eventually came to
a massive wall of breakdown where the
floor of the Freeman borehole had collapsed into the shale canyon. Nikki and
Dave explored the top of the breakdown
and found that the stream passage continues past it, but by then I needed to
leave the cave to drive back to Ohio that
night.
We surveyed 477 feet in the passage
under Freeman Avenue. For the day, we
added 731 feet to the cave and ended
with MFF39. This pushed the cave comfortably over 50 miles and assured there
is no going back.

Our trip out went well, although Nikki
steadfastly refused to try and plank when
I asked her several times. How can she
be a super caver if she can’t plank well
enough for someone to walk atop her?
Must be embarrassing and lower abdomen surgery is no excuse. Just don’t ask
if I can plank.
In conclusion, the trip was a rousing
success and testimony to the joys of
abusing mud for fleeting highs. We had
a merry time and have many more miles
to look forward to. Personally, I would
snort cave mud every weekend if I
could. The next landmark is connecting
GSCS to nearby Ludington Cave. That
would add another 10 miles to GSCS
and digs are being pursued between the
two cave systems. Stay tuned.

Table: Cave lengths as of February 28, 2022.
Surveyed
Caves
Length (ft)

Surveyed
Length (mi)

McClung Cave (original survey)

95084

18.01

McClung Cave (new footage)

26377

5.00

McClung Cave (total)

121461

23.00

Maxwelton S.C. (Historic section)

78610

14.89

Maxwelton (Sweetwater section)

64581

12.23

Maxwelton Sink Cave (total)

143191

27.12

GSCS

264652

50.12
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BRG NCRC Contacts needed
BRG “Rescue Contact” List: Although
Blacksburg Cave Rescue Group
(BCRG) is responding to cave rescue
calls, keeping BRG rescue info up to
date helps them plan for cave rescues.
Currently, our “Rescue Contact” list is
out of date and only has three contacts.
The current is shown below:
BRG Rescue Roster 2020

Mary Sue Socky
Marian McConnell
Dan McConnell

BRG needs to update this contact information with a few more names!
Would any BRG members consider volunteering to be on the BRG “Rescue
Contact” List?
• NOTE: People on the “Rescue Contact” would be the first to be contacted by NCRC, BCRG, or EMS for
a cave rescue, and would be responsible for “alerting” BRG folks that a
cave rescue was in progress, and
would they be able to respond.
• A contact person on the “Rescue
Contact” list - using a BRG rescue
Call-Down list and a phone, can contact and send BRG rescue volunteers
directly to the rescue site, and coordinate with BCRG, NCRC and other
rescue groups. This person can remain at home and coordinate with
other rescue personnel or can respond to the cave rescue themselves
once they turn the incident contact
info over to another listed person.

The Carbide Dump

BRG - Poor Farm Cave,
Greenbrier, WV
by Susan

We will discuss this more at the March
18 BRG meeting. Any volunteers?

Burr

1/22/22
Doug Feller
Susan Burr
Lauren Appel
Jeff Huffman
Larry Manning
Kelly Perkins
Summer Skye

The field we had to drive through to
park was a sheet of snow/ice. Luckily
everyone had an all wheel or 4 wheel
drive vehicle. It was also VERY cold, so
we quickly changed & headed down to
the entrance. The entrance was very
pretty with snow covered frozen branches & ice stalagmites & stalactites as you
climbed down into the cave.
We chose to do the right side of the cave
first, with the objective of going to the
formation room in the back. It was a
routine trip for the most part. The one
climb up near the stream still posed an
issue for some of us shorter people. Also, the area in the back to get to the

Susan in the entrance.
Photo by Doug Feller
climb up to the formation room was a
little trickier than before. We all made
it safely & had a good time taking lots
of pictures of the beautiful formations.
After heading out & making it
down the drop back at the stream,
we all decided to explore down
the stream a ways. Then we headed back to the entrance area.

If you would like to be a contact for the
BRG “Rescue Contact” list, your name
and phone number will appear on the
“Rescue Contact” list given to BRG
members.
In addition, you will be given a special
list of BRG cavers who are willing to
respond to a cave rescue. This is the
BRG Call-Down list. In case of a cave
rescue, you will contact these cavers and
briefly explain the rescue situation to
them. Example: “This is not a social
call. There is a Cave Rescue in progress. There is one injury, 3 others lost
in XXXX Cave. Can you respond?”
They can decide YES or NO to respond.
Those who answer YES will be given
more detailed information and will be
put on a Standby list or sent ahead as a
responder.
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Doug Feller back lighting the bacon.
Photo by Susan Burr

Next we did the left side of the
cave. In the back of that section,
we went across the large flowstone & explored back there for a
bit. Then everyone but myself
headed out the upper passage & I
stayed below to try to get pictures
of them from below. Once everyone was down, we headed back
to the cars & then over to the
Bowling Alley to eat.

Doug Feller climbing next to formations. Photo by Susan Burr
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1/15: Nick Schmalenberger visited his
parents in California, and took them to
Clay Cave, Napa Co. CA. Clay
Cave is formed in an old volcanic ash
deposit – so old, the ash had weathered to clay. Erosional formation of
the cave happened after the ash deposit became clay. Parts of Clay Cave are
so narrow that you must walk sideways to get through. Nick also found
an old magazine, Mercator’s World,
Nov-Dec 2000 in his parent’s collection. It contained a very interesting
article by Walter Carl Hartwig,
"Under Brazil: Mapping the Caves of
Ancient Amazonia.”
1/22: Greenbrier Poor Farm Cave,
WV, grotto trip. Doug Feller, Susan
Burr, Lauren Appel, Jeff Huffman,
Larry Manning, Kelly Perkins, Summer Skye (Ward). See the article by
Susan Burr on page 23.
2/2: Nick Schmalenberger, Rolland
Moore, and Martin DiLeggi continue
to work on their Botetourt Co. VA
streambed dig. They have opened it
up to a vertical, free-climbable pitch.
There is a sinkhole, passage, but it
gets filled up with rocks and debris
with every rain. They haven’t given
up hope yet.
2/5: Carson Leatherland and his dad
visited Marian and Dan McConnell
and took a look at the Catawba Murder Hole entrance pit. They had a
nice visit. The Leatherland family
owns Cow Cave, Botetourt Co VA.
BRG needs to reschedule a survey of
their cave.

2/12: McClung Cave, WV. Participants
included David Socky, Bill Koerschner,
David Smallwood, and Mary Hicks. The
other team-Greg Springer, Sydney Hansen, and Chris Coates. Went to the Seven Fingers proper. Took a right up Freeman Ave after Bat Bone Crawl, then a
left up the trunk passage which is the
access to Seven Fingers. Then a right
down the DPI survey that Nikki and I
did a while back. We did a leapfrog survey. Greg and team started at the end of
the DPI survey at station 34 while our
team went to the next intersection and
went right. We surveyed past the next
left lead, but then went to the left at the
next intersection. It got climby, tight,
and crawly. We didn't reach the end.
There is still lots to do. Greg’s team got
1114 feet of survey. We surveyed 659
feet.
2/14: Catawba Murder Hole VA.
Marian McConnell reports: We had 3
visitors - Jason Johnson, Roanoke City
Deputy Sheriff (new to the area) and his
sons Tristan and Kennan. Tristan and
Kennan were going to try to come to our
February BRG meeting but didn't show.
They also stayed to watch the movie.
2/19: McClung Cave, WV. Participants
included David Socky, Brian Williams,
and Nikki Fox on Team 1. Alex Faunce
and Eric Landgraf were Team 2. Went
to North Freeman Ave and finished off
all the passage at the end of Freeman
Ave. A bolt climb that Nikki and Chris
Coates did on Jan 1, 2017, at NBD10
needs to be reclimbed and surveyed.
There is maybe 60 of passage up there.
Between the two teams, we surveyed a
total of 1728 feet. Good trip.

2/26: McClung Cave, WV. Participants included David Socky, Nick
Socky, Nikki Fox, and Greg Springer.
This was the trip to break 50 miles for
the Great Savannah Cave System!!
See Greg Springer’s article on page
20 of this issue.
3/6: Cow Cave, VA. Participants
included David Socky, Doug Feller,
and Carson Leatherfield. This is a
small cave owned by Carson's family.
The entrance was a 7-foot climb
down, but Carson had put a ladder in
place, which was nice. From the small
entrance room was another 7 to 8 toot
climbdown which was free climbable.
At the bottom was a steep slope leading to a lower room. There was a final
4-foot climbdown where the cave
ended in a small room with a dig lead
at the bottom. The whole cave had
lots of broken glass and old bones.
There was no air. The three of us surveyed it with a total of 9 stations. Total length was 120 feet. Not bad for a
Botetourt Cave.
3/7: McClung Cave, WV. Participants included David Socky, Carl
Amundson, and Bill Koerschner.
Went to the end of Lindsay Lane and
surveyed to the end of the main trunk
where it ended definitively in breakdown collapse. Then went to Seven
Fingers proper and finished off the
left-hand side lead off of the OCS
survey. While we were doing that, the
stream increased in level and became
muddy, obviously from a rainstorm
outside. We surveyed 1037 feet on a
nice 10.5-hour trip.

Bill Koerschner in McClung Cave. Photo by Dave Socky
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Every year, the NSS Convention offers a
“Cover Art Contest”. Grottos submit their
favorite covers from the previous year to be
judged and selected for awards.

Jan. 2021 v56 n1: Dave Socky
at the end of McClung Cave,
WV Entrance Canyon.
Photo by Nick Socky

May 2021 v56 n5: “Double Helix Passage”
Kelly McCarthy in Sweetwater (Maxwelton
Cave), WV. Photo by Nikki Fox

Oct 2021 v56 n9: Cat skeleton in
Burja Cave, VA with Alex Hastings
and Joe Myre. Photo by Dave Socky.

BRG cavers know how to pick them! Most
recently, the CARBIDE DUMP won an
Honorable Mention award for its 2020 newsletter cover.
To be considered, a cover must be original,
not previously used or reprinted. Covers
may be photographic or non-photographic; a
few other rules apply.

Feb. 2021 v56 n2:
“Freeman Avenue Silhouette”
Jonny Prouty in Freeman Ave.
section of McClung Cave, WV.
Photo by Nick Socky

25
The covers are much more stunning in color
– look at them on-line for the best viewing at
https://blueridgegrotto.org/carbidedump.htm.
Below are covers from the 2021 CARBIDE
DUMPS – Voting ends on April 1, 2022.

Mar 2021 v56 n3:
“Contortions in Roppel” Bill
Koerschner squirming through
new cave passage in Roppel,
KY. Photo by David Socky

June 2021 v56 n6: “Wind Tunnel” Marty
Abercrombie in the Wind Tunnel of
McClung Cave, WV. Photo by Nick Socky

July 2021 v56 n7: “Checking a
high lead” Carl Amundson checking a high lead in Crystal Canyon
in McClung Cave, WV. (It didn’t
go). Photo by Dave Socky

Nov 2022 v56 n10: The Beehive in McClung Cave,
WV (L-R) Kathryn Koerschner, Mary Sue Socky,
and Bill Koerschner. Photo by Dave
Socky.

Apr. 2021 v56 n4: “Max Cave
Slug” Formation in virgin passage in Maxwelton Sink Cave,
WV. Photo by David Socky

Sept 2021 v56 n8:
“Checking a lead” Nick Socky
and David Lyons checking a
lead in Maxwelton,
WV. Photo by Dave Socky

Dec. 2021 v56 n11: “Peace in Earth” BRG 2021
Cave Owner Christmas Card. Photo by Nikki Fox
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Spring MAR-VAR 2022
Grand Caverns, Grottoes, VA
May 20-22, 2022

Mark your calendars and save the date
for the upcoming 2022 Spring MAR/
VAR Field Meet on May 20-22, hosted
by Charlottesville Grotto & Seven
Valleys Grotto. More info will be posted on the MAR and VAR websites as
it becomes available:

Showers and water will be available.

Saturday, May 21

Dogs - Well-behaved and leashed dogs
are welcome!

SWAP - 11:00 a.m. Saturday & Sunday
at Pavilion I. Now that you have upgraded your gear, it’s time to spread the joy!
Bring your old gear to sell or trade!

http://var.caves.org/index.php/events/
spring-var or

ALCOHOL—the park is under new management and alcohol is strictly prohibited on park grounds in accordance
with Virginia State Law—”consumption
or possession of an open alcoholic beverage in public is prohibited, regardless
of age.” We expect the local police to
make periodic passes. Please leave
your alcohol at home this time.

https://mar.caves.org/fieldmeets.htm
COVID - All Grand Caverns staff and
visitors are required to wear face masks
while indoors (including bathhouses) if
they are not vaccinated. Please be respectful of the choices made by others
and staff while visiting. All COVID
restrictions are subject to change. Please
stay tuned.
Registration - Pre-registration is
NOW OPEN! Pre-registration price is
$33 for adults and $25 for children 5-14.
Children under 5 are free. On-site registration is $38 per for adults and $30 for
children 5-14. Click here for online registration
T-Shirts—available, but only guaranteed with pre-registration. $15—$19.50.
Camping - Shaded camping is available
with ample picnic tables, shelters, and
facilities. Smaller campers are welcome,
but larger RVs might have a difficult
time in that there are no hook-ups.

BRG currently has 56 members and 5
subscribers
Thank you everyone who has joined or
renewed with the NSS! NSS membership is holding steady at 7836 members.
Membership Updates
Welcome Back!
Jacob Whitlock NSS 70172
1093 Lois Lane
Harrisonburg VA 22801
C/ 540-798-3786
Jwhitlock2011@gmail.com

Hotels - There are a number of hotels
and motels in Harrisonburg and Verona
VA (~10 miles from Grottoes, VA).

Friday, May 20

We will open the weekend Registration
on Friday morning at NOON for those
who want to come for a long weekend.
Cave on your own on Friday.
There are a number of area Show Caves
to visit, as well as wild cave trips.
There are numerous above ground activities as well!
Vendor: Marissa Loftus - Cave packs
Survey bags. Ask about custom made
cave suits.

Cave Trips—see VAR/MAR website.
Conservation Project—TBD
Other Activities—see VAR/MAR site.
Dinner: Saturday's dinner will be
catered by Battarbee's.
Evening Program: in Pavilion II with
the Presentation Titled “Thomas Jefferson, Speleologist” by Bert Ashbrook
DJ: Tommy Carpenter will be on site to
entertain, keeping John Fox’s legacy
alive.

Sunday, May 22
Breakfast! Pennsylvania Cave Conservancy (PCC) will offer a fundraising
breakfast. Suggested donation $5/person
Meetings: VAR & PCC meetings beginning at 9:00 a.m.
SWAP: 11:00 a.m. Saturday & Sunday
at Pavilion I. Bring your old gear to sell
or trade!
Then it’s time to head home.

18th International
Congress of Speleology
Savoie Mont-Blanc, France
Cavers, scientists and all Karst lovers!
As you know, the International Congress of Speleology planned in 2021 but postponed because of the pandemic, will finally be held from July 24 to 31, 2022 It will
be the major event of the Karst year, not to be missed next year! The scientific conference, the animations, the bookshops, the stands, the equipped caves, the beaches of
the Lac du Bourget, everything is there! And you, will you be there?

We have the pleasure to share you the newsletter of the congress: https://
depots.ffspeleo.fr/uploads/Newsletter_UIS_4En.pdf
Find all the other information on the website: https://uis2021.speleos.fr/
We are looking forward to welcoming you and sharing this moment with you
Yannick Decker - organizing committee UIS 2022
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